ABSTRACT.
It This section is devoted to the definitions and theorems which we will use. Definition 1. Let S (I) be the class of functions / univalent in U = \z: \z\ < 1¡ such that /(0) = 0 and fiU) is starshaped with respect to 0. S Jl) is the class of starlike univalent functions.
Note that we do not insist that /'(0) = 1. It is well known that / £ Sn(l) if and only if / is regular in U, has one zero there (counting multiplicity) and Re(z/'(z)//(z)) > 0 for all z e U. are also p-valent. It also shows that / has at most p -1 zeros.
Let Viz, zQ) = (, -z0) (1 -zQz)/z, f (z, 0) s 1. We follow Livingston in our definition of close-to-convex functions. We note that Livingston singles out the subclass for which E and / are both regular on C = \z: \z\ = l\ and satisfy (3) on C .. (6) were changed to be true on z £ C ,, then the same class of functions would result. This is because we may choose a sequence
Both of these classes are obvious extensions of Kip). We prove Proposition 4. Kip) C KWAip) Ç KWßip).
Proof. We only need show that K", Ap) Ç Kw"ip). Lm^nf ^minRe-Tj^-| + l-í>l-í>0.
Therefore, in some annulus, pt < \z\ < 1, Reiztí¡ (z)//ïz)) > 0.
/ -» / almost uniformly on U as / -» 1 (see Hummel [l] ).
We will show that tí -» F almost uniformly on U as t -» 1. This will complete the proof that F £ K^gí/z). The only difference between (7) and (2) is that in (7) we may have |z .| = 1.
This is significant in terms of being "starlike" with respect to zero. A function in S ip) may have no zero in U. Nevertheless, the author shows in another wcsr' ' article [4] that most of the theory of the class 5 ip) carries over to S ip).
We will use the uniform convergence property of 5 ip). Namely, This is much the same as Proposition 1, and a proof need not be included. Also, H'niz) = F'niz)/i[hniz\)p-lmiz, af>)) is regular in (7, and Reizf/(z)/èn(z)!> 0 in \z\ < 1. Now h -» h almost uniformly in U, and h e SQ(l). r-»l-l¡_zlw J If giz, t) has a pole at z = eli, then it has a pole of order one, so that giz, t) is conformai in some disc D centered on elt. Since giz, t) is pure imaginary on Cj, either Reg(z, t) is positive for all z e D Cl U or Reg(z, t) is negative for all z £ D O (7-Since g (z, ') has a pole at z = elt, z ./ elt, 1 < z < 72. It is easily seen that for z = re11, z £ D and Reg(z, t) > 0 provided r, which is less than 1, is sufficiently near 1. Therefore, Reg(z, t) > 0 for all z e D O (7.
In any case, for r fixed, liminf min Reg(z, t)\ > 0.
r-»l-l[zl=r J
For each positive real number e, let r(r) = rit, () = inf Ir: Reg(re¿0, t) > -c for all dl Let e > 0 be given with r(t) + e l < 1. If we choose r such that r(i) < 7 < r(i) + e., then Re g (re , ¿) > -e + a for all 6, where a is some positive number. 
